(666) which is the Mark and Number of the
Beast (the Antichrist).
If you find yourself at this time period, having
missed the Rapture, you must not take this
mark. All who take this mark will be lost to
God forever. This point cannot be stressed
enough! (Revelation 14:9-11)

The Antichrist and the False Prophet
will be judged by God
Daniel tells us “ten thousand times ten thousand stood before him: the judgment was
set…. I beheld even till the beast [the antichrist] was slain, and his body destroyed, and
given to the burning flame. As concerning the
rest of the beasts, they had their dominion
taken away; yet their lives were prolonged for
a season and time." (7:10-12)
Some Bible commentators have suggested that
Daniel's vision of judgment refers to the Great
White Throne Judgment. However, the scripture evidence rules out this conclusion.
(Revelation 20) confirms that the Great White
Throne Judgment will involve the individual
judgment of all unrepentant sinners and will
occur in Heaven at the end of the thousand
year Millennium Reign. In Daniel’s prophecy,
he mentions judgments that will be pronounced by God. These judgments are the
judgments of the Gentile nations for their treatment of the Jewish people throughout history,
as well as the tribulation period. Jesus foretold
that this judgment will occur on earth following the battle of Armageddon and Christ’s establishment of the kingdom of God on earth
(Matthew 25:31-46).

The final judgment of the Antichrist and the
False Prophet (which will occur after the battle
of Armageddon) is to be the first ones thrown
into the lake of fire (Revelation 19:11-21).
Keep in mind, that Satan and all those who
have rejected Jesus throughout all time, will
not enter the lake of fire until the Great White
Thrown judgment which won’t occur until after the Millennial Reign of Christ (1,000 years)
ends (Revelation 20) which will then be followed by a new Heaven and new Earth
(Revelation 21).
Conclusion
There are more events surrounding and involving the False Prophet than what we’ve covered
in this article (namely, the one world false religion). The scope of these and other events
require their own article to fully cover them.
What we’ve tried to do here, is to cover the
main biblical aspects involving this person and
give greater detail about events in other articles.
What is important to know here is that this person, the False Prophet, will be working under
and in conjunction with the Antichrist to bring
about the evil desires of Satan. Never forget
though, the King of Kings and Lord of Lords
is, was, and forever will be in complete control. Nothing Satan does will happen without
the permission of God.
For more information please go to our website
at http://christ-education.blogspot.com.au

The False Prophet
The Mark, The Idol, The Antichrist's
Right Hand Man
The Antichrist’s right hand man, or the third
person in the unholy trinity as many scholars
refer to him, is known in the Bible as the False
Prophet. It is easy to look past this figure in the
Scriptures or let the magnitude of the Antichrist over shadow this other beast, but we
mustn’t gloss over this figure. Under and with
the authority of the Antichrist, he will be the
implementer and enforcer of much of the evil
that will be brought about by Satan using these
two men.
Along with John’s vision of the beast that is
the Antichrist, John saw another beast
(Revelation 13:11) who is later identified as
the False Prophet (Revelation 19:20). In the
midst of the world wide chaos, the false
prophet will use his authority and power to

perform unusual signs, deceiving people into
false hope and into worshiping an image of the
Antichrist (Revelation 13:12-14). Those who
refuse to worship the Antichrist will be killed
(Revelation 13:15). After the rapture the
world’s economy will crash. The False Prophet
along with the Antichrist will stabilize it with
strict control over who can buy and sell. Every
man, woman, and child will receive a mark,
without which one cannot participate. This will
lead to great suffering for those who refuse it.
The mark will either be “the name of the beast
or the number of his name…666” (Revelation
13:17-18)

What we know about this man
From Revelation 13:11-12 and 19:20, we
know a few things about the False Prophet:
1) Many scholars believe he will be Jewish
because John says he comes up “out of the
earth” rather than the sea. In the Bible, the sea
is used to refer to the gentile people and nations while the earth (also figs, fig trees, and
trees) is used to refer to the Jews and the nation of Israel.
2) “He had two horns like a lamb”. The Lord
Jesus Christ is often referred to in the Gospels
(Book of Mathew, Mark, Luke, and John) and
in the book of Revelation as “The Lamb of
God”. As such, he has taken away the sin of
the world (for those who accept his free gift of
salvation).
The False Prophet's arrival on the earth will
look like a lamb with two horns. Lambs do not

have horns, which are symbols of authority.
Lambs are meek and mild animals. Jesus said
in the Sermon on the Mount, “Watch out for
false prophets. They come to like lambs but
inwardly they are ferocious wolves” (Matthew
7:15). The False Prophet will come to Israel in
sheep’s clothing, but God terms him a “Beast”.
3) “He spoke like a dragon” tells us he will
derive power of speech from Satan who is the
dragon. This False Prophet will then deceive
people by acting like a lamb, but he will really
speak the words of Satan. Satan is not against
religion. He is however against a personal faith
in and relationship with Jesus Christ. Therefore, the False Prophet will most likely be one
of the chief spokesmen in the Holy Land for
the ecumenical power described in Revelation
17.
4) “He exercised all the authority of the first
best on his behalf” The False Prophet will be
given power from the Antichrist.
5) “He made the earth and all of its inhabitants
worship the first beast” the False Prophet’s basic purpose and operation (with power from
the antichrist and the power of speech from
Satan) will be to drive people to worship the
Antichrist.
No false teacher from past to present has possessed the supernatural powers that the False
Prophet will have. During the Tribulation period the Antichrist and the False Prophet will
have the power to perform “counterfeit miracles, signs and wonders” (2 Thessalonians
2:9). It does not come as any surprise that the .

False Prophet will be able to reproduce every
thing that the two witnesses sent by God
(described in Revelation 11) will be able to do.

The Mark of the Beast
The apostle John foretold that the Antichrist
(the Beast) will be assassinated with a wound
to the head or neck and then satanically resurrected at the midpoint of the seven-year long
Tribulation period (See our article on the Antichrist for more information). During the first
three and a half years of the tribulation period,
the Antichrist will present himself to the world
as a messiah figure who is an economic, political, and military genius. However, after this
resurrection, he will claim to be God. The
False Prophet will then demand that everyone
on earth worship the resurrected Antichrist as
God by taking his mark (Revelation 13:12 and
Revelation 13:16-18).
During the time of Great Tribulation, people
will still need to buy and sell to earn a living
for their families and themselves. The Antichrist and the False Prophet will strike their
most severe and horrific blow at the level of
basic necessities. The False Prophet will institute the Mark of the Beast which will be a system associated with the number 666. If you do
not take the mark of the beast you will be
killed.
The book of Revelation describes a cashless
society in the last days. In order to buy or sell,
it will be necessary to possess a certain number

